Introduction
The nearest correlation matrix problem is to find a valid correlation matrix ( and to obtain R from Q . The LMN provides the minimum range of deviations.
Origins of pseudo-correlation matrices
Being the quadratic form, a valid product moment correlation matrix, R , is necessarily positive semidefinite (psd). All the successive principal minors of R are non-negative or stated differently, all the eigenvalues of R are non-negative. Each element ij r R ∈ is the cosine of angle ij θ between the vectors .
i j
x and x An arbitrary real symmetric matrix, Q (defined above), is not a genuine product moment correlation matrix obtainable from some real X although it may appear to be so. Such negative semidefinite (nsd) or pseudocorrelation matrices may enter into empirical investigation due to several reasons. First, the coefficients of correlation may not be computed by the Karl Pearson's (product moment) formula. They might have been obtained by Spearman's formula (of rank correlation) or they could be the polychoric coefficients of correlation. Secondly, some of them might have been computed from variables different in sample size (observations). Suppose Then Q could fail to be positive semidefinite. Thirdly, when the off diagonal entries in Q are large (say ≥ 0.9) in magnitude, but recorded with substantial error or approximation, Q may fail to be positive semidefinite. Fourthly, when the elements of near-singular matrices are rounded off (for reporting in research papers, etc.) without a due care taken to the possible effects of rounding off on the status of the matrices regarding the properties such as positive semidefiniteness etc, the reported matrices may lose the properties that they originally have had. A telling example of this is the psd matrix obtained by Higham (see Higham, 2002, p. 335 : the matrix was singular in the original). However, the reported matrix (rounded off at the fourth place after decimal) has its determinant = -2.441038E-05 (one of the eigenvalues is 1.343337484 05 E − − , instead of zero). Surely, a negative value of the determinant is due to rounding off. Lastly, in simulation, especially when Q is an initial approximation to R large in dimension, the analyst has to arbitrarily fill in the values of ; , 1, 2,...,
The only restraint observed by the analyst is that 1
ii q = and 1 1 , 1, 2,..., .
ij jii j m − ≤ = ≤ ∀ = Such an arbitrary Q may often fail to be psd. It may also be noted that if a pseudo-correlation matrix has a non-negative determinant, it does not imply that it is psd, since the negative eigenvalues even in number may make the determinant positive.
A brief review of literature on the nearest correlation matrix problem
Rebonato and Jäckel (1999) proposed two methods to solve the nearest correlation matrix problem. The first method is based on a hypersphere decomposition of R (a trial matrix at every iteration). In this scheme the angular coordinates, , = which is a psd matrix and an approximation to Q , the given nsd matrix. It appears that the second method is quite crude but simple. The nearness of R to Q will depend on the magnitude of the determinant of Q .
Higham (2002) proposed a method to obtain R from Q such that ˆF Q R − is the least.
The method is very general and allows for weights to be assigned to different elements of the distance matrix as desired by the analyst according to the level of confidence put in to the accuracy or (rationally justified) most probable value of . ij q In that case, the weighted norm of difference is minimized. However, for larger matrices, the method is time consuming due to the linear convergence of the algorithm used by Higham. Using such a formulation they derived and tested a primal-dual interior-exterior-point algorithm designed especially for robustness and handling the case where Q is sparse. Instead of using the so-called normal equations to obtain search direction at each iteration, their algorithm eliminates the linear feasibility equations from the start, by maintaining exact primal and dual feasibility throughout and using a single bilinear equation to linearize for the search direction at each iteration. The search direction is found using an inexact Gauss-Newton method rather than a Newton method on a symmetrical system, and is computed using a preconditioned conjugate-gradient type method. The authors considered two types of preconditioner, an optimal diagonal preconditioner and a block diagonal preconditioner obtained from a partial Cholesky factorization. Once the current iterate is sufficiently close to the optimal solution, the algorithm applies a crossover technique that sets the barrier parameter to zero and does not maintain interiority of the iterates. This technique attributes robustness to the algorithm with asymptotic quadratic convergence and the ability to handle warm starts simply. Through the preliminary computational results, the authors demonstrated the robustness of the algorithm and showed that sparsity can be successfully exploited.
In Grubisic and Pietersz (2004) geometric optimization algorithms are developed that efficiently find the nearest low-rank correlation matrix. The algorithms are shown to be globally convergent to a stationary point, with a quadratic local rate of convergence. The connection with the Lagrange multiplier method is established, along with an identification of whether a local minimum is a global minimum. The proposed methods have additional benefits, first that any weighted norm can be applied, and second that neighborhood search can straightforwardly be applied. The authors showed numerically that their methods outperform the existing methods in the literature.
Pietersz and Groenen (2004) proposed a method based on majorization that finds a lowrank correlation matrix nearest to a given (pseudo) correlation matrix. The method is globally convergent and computationally efficient. Additionally, it is straightforward to implement and can handle arbitrary weights on the entries of the correlation matrix. A simulation study by the authors suggests that majorization compares favourably with competing approaches in terms of the quality of the solution within a fixed computational time. If not, replace them by unity. Consider it as Q and go to step 2, else stop.
Note that up to step 3, our algorithm is identical to that of Rebonato and Jäckel (1999). The difference lies in steps 4 through 6 that make adjustments in the eigenvalues to minimize the maximum norm ˆm ∆ .
The LMN computer program
We provide here the source codes of the computer program that implements the algorithm given above. 
Inputs to the Computer Program
When this program is run, it asks for the following parameters (and inputs). Although sufficiently explained in the program queries, they are explained here.
Before running the program, the Q matrix should be stored in some file. This can be done by some text editor such as EDIT.COM (of MICROSOFT). The name of this file is, say inputfile. When the program runs, it asks for the value of m (order of the matrix) and the inputfile name (in which Q is stored). The file name should be in single quotes 'inputfile'. Then it asks for the seed to generate random numbers: with this seed the uniformly distributed random numbers lying between (0, 1) = U(n,m) are generated. This number should lie between -32767 and 32767, zero excluded. This is a suitable number for most personal computers.
The program runs and if Q is not negative semidefinite, it terminates. If so, the inputfile and the outputfile of LMN program are identical. If Q is negative semidefinite, the program obtains R and asks for the outputfile name to store it. The file name should be in single quotes 'outputfile'.
LMN should be run repeatedly on its own output file to ensure that the resulting matrix is psd. This is required because the output file stores correlation matrix with rounded off elements. Since the output matrix is almost always near-singular, rounding off may often make it negative definite. Note that an nsd pseudo correlation matrix, Q , is a problematic and pathological case. It has to be handled with care and patience. It may also be borne in mind that in numerical analysis a very small non-zero value and zero (exact) cannot be strictly discriminated and therefore, when an acute near-singularity is met with, the difference between singular and non-singular (regular) matrices is blurred in practice.
Presently, in the codes given here, the maximum permissible m is 10. This parameter can be increased. Accordingly, dimensions in the program may be changed before compilation.
Limitations and possibilities of improvement
Although theoretically there are no snags in minimizing the maximum norm of deviation of R from , Q our algorithm has clearly two weaknesses, (1) it fails if at any stage of iteration the intermediate R turns out to be extremely near-singular, and, for some pathological cases of , Q LMN program may not converge; and (2) the random walk method is a very crude and slow method of optimization. It is easy to preclude extreme near-singularity of R at any intermediate stage. But it would be a further research work to replace the random walk method of optimization by some more efficient method such as the Genetic Algorithm (see Holland, 1975; Goldberg, 1989; Wright, 1991) .
Geometric programming and the min-max nearest correlation matrix
The Geometric Programming (GP) algorithm developed by Grubisic and Pietersz (2004) also can solve the nearest correlation matrix problem by minimization of the maximum (or Chebyshev) norm. After reading this paper that appeared on SSRN (Mishra, 2004), Pietersz wrote "… the idea of your paper, of using a maximum error function for rank reduction of correlation matrices, is good, novel and testifies of original work. …Though you are the first to study precisely this min-max problem, other algorithms than your LMN algorithm are already available for solving it. For example, the geometric programming algorithm that I have developed with Igor The Ĥ R matrix The Ŝ R martix The m R matrix Updated and uploaded on http://www.skmishra.owns1.com on August 28, 2004. 
C ---------------------PROGRAM LMN --------------------
C RANDOM WALK METHOD TO FIND Min(max norm) Nearest Positive C definite Marix from a given Negative Semidefinite Matrix C -------------------------------------------------------------- INTEGERC ---------------FUNCTION EVALUATION --------------------- F=0.0 DO 11 I=1,M DO 11 J=1,M D=DABS(XO(I,J)-RH(I,J)) IF(D.GT.F) F=D 11 CONTINUE VO=F C ---------------------------------------------------------IF(D.GT.F) F=D 13 CONTINUE VR=F C --------------------------------------------------------- IF-NEGATIVE' END C --------------------------------------------------- SUBROUTINE CONS(A,
